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A novel numerical scheme for unstructured compressible large eddy simulation (LES) is
developed. This method is low-dissipative and less sensitive to the quality of the computational grid and is targeted for performing large-scale, high-fidelity simulations of turbulent
flows in complex configurations. The objective of this work is to introduce this method,
present a rigorous validation study, and demonstrate the application to a variety of jet
configurations. This technique is validated by predicting the flow and noise emitted from a
single-stream pressure-matched hot supersonic jet. Nearfield flow as well as farfield noise
computed using an acoustic projection method is studied and compared to experimental
measurements obtained by Dr. James Bridges at NASA Glenn. Mesh refinement studies
and sensitivity study on selecting the acoustic projection surface are provided. To test the
method’s performance in a variety of jet noise configurations, it is applied to a high bypass
ratio dual-stream jet at sonic conditions, a vertical supersonic jet impinging on the ground,
and a horizontal supersonic jet impinging on an angled jet blast deflector.

I.

Introduction

Existing engineering methods for estimating the noise of propulsive jets rely heavily on empirical databases
developed from scale model testing and the available full-scale data. While these semi-empirical methods
provide useful first estimates, they lack the sensitivity to design/configuration changes needed to usefully
evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of various strategies for mitigating the noise. A prediction method based
on large eddy simulation (LES) which captures the physics of the various relevant aerodynamic noise generation processes and their interactions while treating the realistic geometrical configurations is now feasible.
By capturing the unsteady flow physics responsible for the noise-generation, LES provides a first-principles
approach to understand the crucial contributors to jet aeroacoustics, and to evaluate various strategies for
mitigating the noise impacts. This physics-based approach is free of any user-defined models or parameters
or empirical constants. However, its predictive capability centrally depends on adequate capturing of the
unsteady flow phenomena responsible for noise generation. In high Reynolds number complex turbulent
flows this requires a careful design of the mesh to capture the noise-source dynamics directly and thus LES
requires substantially more computer resources than steady state RANS calculations.
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The literature on non-dissipative (sometimes called kinetic energy conserving) numerical methods for
LES is substantial. In an important comparative study, Mittal and Moin1 illustrated the detrimental effect
of upwind-biased schemes on resolved turbulence. Based on this and other similar studies, non-dissipative
numerical methods can be shown to much more effectively capture the broad spectral content of turbulence.
This is an attribute which is very important for noise prediction. A dynamic method for closing the sub-grid
scale models based on the resolved flow was first proposed by Germano et al.2 and modified by Lilly.3 Use
of the dynamic method was extended to compressible flows by Moin et al.4 and to one-equation models by
Ghosal et al.5 More recently, the dynamic method has been applied to Vreman’s model.6, 7 Implementing the
dynamic method in the context of non-dissipative schemes results in a numerical approach with no tunable
turbulence parameters, apart from the details of the mesh.
Different groups who have attempted to predict the noise of turbulent jets using LES have had mixed
success.8, 9 As reviewed by Bodony and Lele,10 numerical dissipation, inadequate azimuthal resolution, and
artificially thick near-nozzle shear layers were among the factors which contributed to poor predictions. A
high-order, multi-block structured LES code was successfully used for predicting the jet noise.11–13 Despite
the accurate prediction, due to the structured nature of the algorithm, the interaction of nozzle and flow
was not directly included. To extend the use of LES as a design tool for jet noise reduction, since the nozzle
geometry directly influences the turbulent flow inducing coherent and fine-scale motions, an unstructured
mesh framework should be considered. The effect of propulsion system design choices including integration
with the airframe can be methodically, and effectively addressed within such a framework. In addition,
performing a careful LES computation requires a high-quality mesh, with adequate resolution applied in the
regions of interest. An unstructured grid can easily be locally refined or coarsened as appropriate to capture
the flow features. For example, in the simulation of turbulent jets, a high resolution grid is needed in the
vicinity of the nozzle where small-scale structures are present due to the transition of a thin shear layer to
turbulence. Other parts of the flow can easily be captured with a less resolved grid. Recently, Mendez et
al.14, 15 have successfully applied the unstructured LES scheme of Shoeybi et al.16 and predicted the noise
emitted from supersonic jets.
Here, a novel numerical scheme for unstructured compressible LES is presented. This method method
is implemented within CharLES, Cascade Technologies flagship unstructured flow solver. This technology
is targeted for performing large-scale, high-fidelity simulations of turbulent flows in complex configurations.
The objective of the present work is to introduce this method, present a rigorous validation study, and
demonstrate the capability of this technique by application to variety of jet configurations.
In the next section, the unstructured LES methodology and its various components (i.e., shock capturing
scheme, subgrid-scale model, and acoustic projection technique) will be introduced. In section §III, the
method is applied to an ideally-expanded heated jet and the results are validated against experimental
measurements as well as previous computations. In this section a grid convergence study for nearfield and
farfield quantities will be presented. In addition, we will present a study on the sensitivity of predicted
farfield noise to the position of acoustic projection surface. CharLES is further applied to more complex jet
configurations including a dual-stream jet, vertical jet impinging on ground representing a steady take-off
and vertical landing aircraft (STOVL), and a horizontal under-expanded heated jet impinging on a jet blast
deflector (JBD). The results from these applications are briefly presented in section §IV. It should be noted
that this LES technology is applied to wider variety of jets including prefectly-explanded isothermal jets,17
under-expanded heated free jets,18 and jets issued form rectangular nozzles.19

II.
II.A.

CharLES: unstructured LES for compressible flows

Numerical implementation of flow solver

CharLES solves the spatially-filtered compressible Navier-Stokes equations in finite volume form using the
following control-volume (cv) based discretization:
X

∂U
Vcv +
F e + F d Af = S Vcv
∂t

(1)

f

where U = [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE]T is the vector of conserved variables representing the average state in the
control volume, Vcv is the constant cv volume, F e and F d are the face-normal inviscid (Euler) and diffusive
fluxes respectively, Af is the face area, and S is the source vector.
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The Euler flux at each face is computed using the following two-step approach:
1. polynomial reconstruction of left- and right-biased data to the face centroid, followed by
2. flux computation using a mix of centered and upwind-biased Riemann flux based on the biased reconstructed data.
Both of these steps are now described in detail.
Biased Polynomial Reconstruction to the Face Centroid
Consider the reconstruction of an arbitrary cv-based scalar φ at an internal face f associated with a left (L)
and right (R) control volume as shown in figure 1. When the φ solution is considered smooth, the left (l)
and right (r) biased data is reconstructed at the face centroid using the following relations:

l,r
L

R

Figure 1. 2D schematic of a control volume and its neighbors illustrating the left and right convention associated with
a given face.

φl

= φL + al (φR − φL ) + bl · ∇φL

(2)

φr

= φR + ar (φL − φR ) + br · ∇φR

(3)

where ∇φL and ∇φR are second-order gradients associated with the left and right cvs, and al , ar , bl , and br
are pre-computed reconstruction coefficients associated with each face. These coefficients depend on the local
geometry such that the reconstructed value at the face recovers the highest possible polynomial accuracy
(maximum 3rd -order) while still remaining sufficiently biased to allow upwinding to introduce dissipation.
For example, on a regular, orthogonal Cartesian grid with uniform cell size h at a face in the x-direction,
these coefficients take on the following values:
1
1
1
1
, ar = , bl = [h, 0, 0], br = [−h, 0, 0]
6
6
3
3
It is instructive to simplify this reconstruction in terms of the cv labels shown in figure 2.
al =

LL

L l,r R

(4)

RR

Figure 2. 2D schematic of structured Cartesian control volumes surrounding a given face.

Using the following definition for the x-gradient in the left cv,
∂φ
∂x

= (φR − φLL )/2h
L
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equation 2 simplifies to the following quadratic polynomial:
1
5
1
φl = − φLL + φL + φR
(6)
6
6
3
In practice, this simplification is never used because no assumptions are made about the regularity of the
grid. However, the method is equivalent to a structured method when the grid becomes locally Cartesian
and uniform.
In the reconstruction phase, the above procedure is used to compute left and right-biased values at all
internal faces for the primitive variables ρ, p, and ui . Numerical experiments were conducted to test whether
alternative descriptions of the state (e.g. the conserved variables) could be reconstructed, however this
primitive description of the state was the most robust.
Euler flux computation using a mix of centered and upwind-biased Riemann flux
The Euler flux is computed at each control volume face using a blend of a non-dissipative central flux and
a dissipative upwind flux:
F e = (1 − α)F central + αF upwind

(7)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is a blending parameter. This blending approach is often the basis of implicit approaches to LES, where the blending parameter is selected as a global constant with a value large enough
to provide all the necessary dissipation (and potentially quite a bit more). For example, in the turbulent jet
literature Tucker20 used this approach and reported that the smallest “usable” value of blending parameter
was determined to be α = 0.25. The treatment is described in detail by Shur et al.21 In later work, Xia
and Tucker22 reported that the minimum value of blending parameter was set to 0.1 “to avoid numerical
instability”.
CharLES does not use the implicit LES approach – an explicit sub-grid scale model is used to model
the effect of sub-grid scales (see next section). To minimize numerical dissipation relative to implicit LES
approaches, the value α is allowed to vary spatially such that it can be set to zero in regions where the grid
quality is good and the scheme based on the central flux is linearly stable and non-dissipative. In regions of
less-than-perfect grid quality, however, the central scheme can introduce numerical instabilities that must be
prevented from contaminating/destabilizing the solution by locally increasing α. The novel aspect of Charles
is its algorithm to compute this locally optimal α, which will be described next.
α heuristic
A stable and non-dissipative differencing operator is a skew-symmetric operator, i.e. D = −DT . If one
constructs a differencing operator on a uniform Cartesian grid using polynomial interpolation, one normally produces a skew-symmetric operator naturally. On non-uniform and/or irregular grids, however, the
application of polynomial interpolation to build accurate face fluxes will lead to a non-skew-symmetric differencing operator. It is this local lack of skew-symmetry that Charles uses to scale the blending parameter
α. Specifically, we use the row-norm of the symmetric part of the differencing operator D:
α = c ||(Dn + DnT )i ||

(8)

where c = 2 is a constant chosen based on numerical tests. One significant advantage of this approach is
that the blending parameter is purely grid-based, and can be pre-computed based on the operators only.
Figure 3 illustrates how this approach introduces the dissipation only where required in the region of the
grid transitions.
II.B.

Shock-capturing

Shocks, like sub-grid scale turbulence, are sub-grid phenomena and thus require modeling to account for their
effect on the resolved flow. Unlike sub-grid scale turbulence, however, they are localized in the flow, and
a surgical introduction of modeling is potentially more appropriate. CharLES uses a hybrid Central-ENO
scheme to simulate flows involving shocks. The scheme has three pieces:
1. A central scheme, described previously
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Figure 3. Left) example periodic Cartesian mesh with regions of local anisotropic refinement; right) computed local
T
blending parameter based on α = c ||(Dn + Dn
)i || with c = 2.

2. An scheme appropriate for computing a flux across a shock,
3. A hybrid switch, which detects where shocks are present in the flow, and activates the shock-appropriate
scheme.
For the shock-appropriate scheme, CharLES uses a 2nd-order ENO method to perform left and right
biased reconstructions. Because the ENO stencils are linear, the “smoothness” by which the different stencils
must be compared is simply the difference between the reconstructed face value and the upwind cv value.
Thus ENO can be implemented very efficiently without ever having to compute or store the smoothness
associated with each stencil.
There are a number of different hybrid switches available to activate the shock-capturing scheme where
required. One of the most robust is to activate the scheme when the reconstructed value of pressure or
density at the face differs by more than some fraction of the local pressure or density. This is called “relative
solution” or RS switch, and values of 0.1 to 0.2 seem to work effectively, controlling the oscillations near
shocks, and turning off in other regions of the flow. Note that smaller values will lead to more shock
capturing, with zero producing shock-capturing everywhere. This relative smoothness test is applied to both
density and pressure because they are quantities that must be positive. By making the actual threshold a
fraction of the local solution value, this tends to apply more shock capturing where the local density and/or
pressure is near zero, naturally adding robustness to the approach.
II.C.

Sub-grid scale modeling

Because the underlying numerical method has minimal numerical dissipation, it is critical to employ a subgrid model to account for the physical effects of the unresolved turbulence on the resolved flow. Two modeling
options are available in the code: the dynamic Smagorinsky model2–4 and a dynamic version of Vreman’s
model.6, 7 For the large eddy simulations reported in this work, we used the Vreman model with constant
coefficient set to the recommended value of c = 0.07, and constant turbulent Prandtl number P rt = 0.9 to
close the energy equation.
II.D.

Post-processing

For analysis of data generated by computation and in particular noise calculation, a time record of flow
variables is required. In many situations, the locations where recording data is required are not known in
advance. As a result, storing the entire volumetric flow-field in time is needed. For the purpose of noise
prediction of turbulent flows using LES in a wide range of frequencies, a long data record is required to
obtain a converged solution. Consequently, the database generated by such simulations are extremely large.
In a medium size LES calculation of a supersonic jet, the size of the database can be as large as 10 TB.
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To process the large volumes of data, we developed a post-processing module that can efficiently read the
snapshots of flow-field, perform spatial and temporal statistical analysis of the data, and visualize the flow
field. This module is also applied for computation of noise in the farfield.
II.E.

Calculation of farfield noise

Surface projection techniques are widely used for computation of farfield noise. These techniques are analytical methods based on Green’s functions corresponding to the wave equation. They relate the sound at a
farfield point to velocity and pressure computed (or measured) in the nearfield. The reasons for applying a
secondary tool to evaluate sound, which can be obtained from the flow solver itself, is twofold:
1. Direct computation of sound at farfield locations requires the extension of computational domain to
farfield. From the computational perspective, this extension is prohibitively expensive.
2. Sound waves carry only a minuscule energy of the flow. Consequently, they can be easily overwhelmed
by numerical errors caused by low order numerical schemes used for unstructured flow solver. The
effect of numerical errors is minimized by using analytical methods.
Variants of acoustic surface projection techniques are used by different groups.23 For prediction of hot
supersonic jet noise we developed a noise projection module based on the early work of Ffowcs-Williams
and Hawkings24 and its extension by Spalart and Shur.25 According to the original formulation, sound at
a farfield location can be computed from flow information on an arbitrarily-shaped surface (known as FWH
surface) and the volume-distributed sources outside of that surface. Due to the difficulties associated with
using volume-distributed sources, the FWH surface is often chosen such that it encloses flow-generating
sound sources. As a result, the volume term can be assumed small enough that its effect can be neglected.
For simulation of hot jets, Spalart and Shur25 argue that neglecting the volume term can be erroneous,
where the acoustic projection surface fails to entirely enclose the region of turbulence. They demonstrate
that a pressure-based variant of the original formulation can reduce this error. Recently this conclusion
was revisited and verified.15 According to these studies, the pressure formulation is best-suited for noise
prediction of hot supersonic jets and is applied in the present work.
Time accurate flow variables are collected on a surface that encloses the sources of sound (see figure 4).
The following terms are computed from flow variables on FWH surface and the observer location:
F1

=

F2

=

(ρ∞ + p0 /c2∞ )ui ni
p0 ni ri + (ρ∞ + p0 /c2∞ )ui uj ni rj
+
2
c∞ r
r
p0 ni ri + (ρ∞ + p0 /c2∞ )ui uj ni rj
,
r3

(9)

where p0 = p − p∞ , ri is the vector from surface to observer location, r = |ri |, and ni is the surface normal
vector. Subscript ∞ denotes the ambient conditions. Farfield pressure is calculated in terms of the Fourier
transform of nearfield sources F1 and F2 on FWH surface using the following relation:

Z 
if ˆ
1 ˆ
p̂(x, f ) =
F1 (y, f ) +
F2 (y, f ) e−i2πrf /c∞ dy,
(10)
2
4π
S
where ˆ indicates Fourier transformed quantities and f is the frequency. It should be noted that Eq. 10 is
derived based on the following premise:
1. Sound generated by flow outside FWH surface is neglected.
2. Wave propagation outside FWH surface is assumed to be linear.
3. Refraction, attenuation and convection of sound waves outside of FWH surface is neglected.

III.
III.A.

Validation

Flow configuration and simulation setup

The computation model were designed to mimic as close as possible the heated jet issued by SMC015
nozzle studied by Bridges and Wernet;26 this experiment was carried out at the NASA SHJAR test rig.
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Figure 4. LES computational domain. The FWH surface, sponge zone and end caps are overlaid on the temperature
field shown in grayscale.

The results of the present validation studies are compared to these experimental results. SMC015 is a
converging-diverging nozzle designed to achieve shock-free conditions at an exit Mach number of Mj = 1.4.
The operating condition of the jet inlet are set such that the static pressure at the exit is close as possible
to atmospheric pressure with static temperature ratio of Tr = Tj /T∞ = 1.765, where Tj and T∞ are jet
exhaust temperate and atmospheric temperature, respectively.
The computational domain is shown in figure 4. The computational domain and grid topology is identical
to that used by Mendez et al.15 As shown, part of the nozzle geometry is included in the simulation domain.
A constant plug-flow is applied to the inlet of the nozzle such that the desired Mach number of and the
temperature ratio are achieved at the nozzle lip. We “assume” that the flow issued from the nozzle is laminar
and the grid resolution inside the nozzle is only adequate for a laminar flow. A slight coflow is applied to
the jet surroundings to simulate a small wind tunnel Mach number of Mt = 0.008.
As shown in figure 4, a sponge layer is applied at the outlet of computational domain. This sponge is
applied as a source term that penalizes the unsteady solution against a target solution. The sponge strength
is designed according the guidelines provided by Ref. 27 to minimize the spurious acoustic reflections caused
by the interaction of flow and sound waves with the outlet boundary.
The FWH surface described earlier is also shown in figure 4. To avoid the spurious noise caused by
passage of flow structures through the end cap, the method introduced by Ref. 11 is applied. In order
to eliminate the uncorrelated (erroneous) portion of computed sound, the sound signal is averaged over 16
equispaced end-caps spanning from x = 25D to x = 32.5D.
In the present study, two computational grids, namely coarse and fine, are used. The coarse grid is identical to the grid used in the case S1 by Mendez et al.15 The number of elements in this grid is approximately
17 million. The resolution of the fine grid is twice that of the coarse grid in axial, radial and azimuthal
directions. The number of elements in this grid is approximately 137 million.
We initialized the coarse simulation with a quiescent flow and advanced it until the initial transient flow
structures leave the computational domain and the simulation reaches a statistically steady state, then we
collected flow “snapshots” by saving the conservative variables in the entire flow field at every Ns time-step.
The solution on the coarse mesh was then interpolated to the fine mesh and again after a transient period
(which was significantly shorter than starting from quiescent conditions in coarse simulation) we collected
flow snapshots. Further information on both simulations about mesh resolution, simulation time-steps (∆t),
number of time-steps between two snapshots (Ns ), frequency resolution, Nyquist frequency, and length of
the time record (T ) is given in table 1.
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simulation
coarse
fine

∆xmin /D
0.0125
0.00625

∆rmin /D
0.001875
0.000938

Nθ
128
256

mesh size
17 million
137 million

∆tUj /D
0.00186
0.00093

T Uj /D
415
115

Ns
40
80

Stres
0.0087
0.0024

StN yq
6.72
6.72

Table 1. Simulation parameters of LES computations. D is the jet diameter; Uj is the jet exit velocity, ∆x and ∆r are
mesh spacing in axial and radial directions, respectively; Nθ is the number of grid points in azimuthal direction in the
bulk of the grid; ∆t is the simulation time-step; Ns is the number of time-steps between two snapshots; T is the sample
length.

III.B.

Results

An instantaneous snapshot of the temperature and pressure fields obtained from the fine calculation is shown
in figure 5. According to this figure, the thin laminar shear layer issued from the nozzle quickly transitions
to turbulence within half diameter from the nozzle exit. As the jet develops farther downstream, the hot
jet exhaust flow mixes with ambient air. Mach wave radiation of sound initiated from the onset of mixing
layer is clearly shown in the pressure field. Apart from the waves initiating from the nozzle lip, strong sound
waves are clearly visible in this figure; these waves have larger wavelength and originate from approximately
4-6 jet diameters downstream of the nozzle exit. In addition, high frequency sound waves originated from
far downstream of the jet can be identified in the figure; this high frequency noise is a numerical artifact and
is very likely generated due to the grid stretching in the far downstream regions.

Figure 5. An instantaneous flow-field from obtained from the fine calculation. Temperature and pressure are shown
shown in redscale and grayscale respectively.

It should be underscored that pressure waves far from the jet plume shown in figure 5 are captured
using a mesh too coarse for maintaining all the acoustic energy. As a result, the visualized sound waves do
not represent the actual computed sound using FWH surface method. To show the significant difference
between these two methods, in figure 6 we have visualized the sound waves computed using FWH method
and compared it to the directly computed sound at the exactly same physical time. Clearly, the visualized
sound field using FWH method exhibits much richer wave-number content in the sound field far from the jet
plume. According to this figure, the computational grid cannot support sound waves traveling farther than
few diameters from the jet plume.
Figure 7 shows the mean and r.m.s. of the axial velocity on the centerline of the jet. According to
this figure, the jet mean and r.m.s. velocity is converging toward the experiment by refining the simulation.
According to this figure, the agreement between the result of fine simulation and experimental measurements
is remarkable.
Figure 8 shows the farfield sound at microphones located 100D from the nozzle exit at various inlet
angles. Farfield sound is calculated and averaged for 120 equally spaced azimuthal points. This figures shows
a comparison between experimental measurements, and computed sound using fine and coarse simulations.
According to these results, the sound pressure spectra in the fine simulation extends to approximately
St = 6.7, while spectra from the coarse calculation drops at frequencies beyond St = 3. At high inlet angles
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Figure 6. Left: an instantaneous pressure field directly obtained from LES. Right: comparison of pressure obtained
from direct computation and FWH computation in the box shown in the left figure.

(a) centerline

(b) lipline

Figure 7. Mean and r.m.s. velocity obtained from coarse and fine LES and comparison with experiment along the
centerline and lipline of the nozzle.

(larger than 90o ), the difference between the experiment and results obtained from both simulations is within
3 dB in the frequency range that is resolved by LES grid. The low-frequency portion of spectra in the fine
simulation is less converged due to the shorter time-record (see table 1).
The computed spectra of figures 8(c-f) show anomalous bumps at high frequencies. The deviation of the
computed high frequency spectra increases with upstream angle. Furthermore, increasing the mesh resolution
does not seem to affect the convergence of this portion of the spectrum with respect to the experimental
measurements.26 To help ascertain the nature of this high frequency sound, we consider five different FWH
surfaces shown in figure 9(a). As highlighted in this figure, the original FWH surface employed earlier is
s3 . As the FWH surface is moved outwards away from the jet, it will incorporate more volume, and thus
potentially more of the noise sources embedded in the jet. Also, spurious noise associated with vorticity
crossing the FWH surface should decrease as the surface is moved outwards. The r.m.s. velocity shown in
figure 9(b) provides a measure of the turbulence crossing the FWH surface. On the other hand, the mesh
resolution decreases as we move radially outwards from the jet, so that high frequencies should become
increasingly difficult to capture. This effect can be seen by comparing the farfield sound computed from the
s1 , s3 , and s5 surfaces as shown in figure 10. Finally, since the sound arriving at an observer location should
have the same phase no matter which surface was selected for the calculation, we consider a phase-average
of the farfield sound over all five of the FWH surfaces. As figure 10 shows, the phase averaging procedure
removes much of the anomalous high-frequency sound. This means that the anomalous sound is incoherent
in the region between the tightest and loosest FWH surfaces, and thus is a numerical artifact.
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(a) 1500

(b) 1300

(c) 1100

(d) 900

(e) 700

(f) 500

Figure 8. Farfield sound spectra at 100D at different inlet angles. red, coarse LES; green, fine LES; black, experiment
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(a) FWH surfaces

(b) r.m.s. of axial velocity along the surfaces

Figure 9. Various FWH surfaces and amount of turbulence crossing the surfaces.

(a) 1500

(b) 900

(c) 700

(d) 500

Figure 10. Farfield sound spectra at 100D at different inlet angles obtained from fine simulation. solid red, phaseaveraged sound from five surfaces s1 to s5 ; dashed blue, s1 ; dashed green, s3 ; dashed cyan, s5 ; black, experiment.
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IV.

Application to various jet configurations

To demonstrate the capability of CharLES, we present the application of the method to various nozzles
at different operating conditions. It should be underscored that elaborate description and analysis of each
case is beyond the scope of this work and will be presented in future.
IV.A.

A dual stream free jet issued from a high bypass ratio nozzle

The computation model and associated boundary conditions were designed to mimic as close as possible
the dual stream jet corresponding to “Configuration 1” tested at NASA Langley Jet Noise Laboratory.28
The nozzle geometry was obtained from NASA and the boundary conditions were chosen to match the
experimental operating condition, which is nominal nozzle pressure ratio of N P R = 1.56 (1.75), To = 828K
(350K) for the core and (fan) flows. The jet exhausts into an anechoic chamber which is subject to a
wind tunnel flow with Mach number Mt = 0.28, total temperature of To = 295K, and static pressure of
P = 101353N/m2 .
An instantaneous flow field from a medium-sized simulation (with a mesh consisting of 25 million elements) is shown in figure 11(a). In this figure, axial velocity is shown in color to visualize the turbulence
in the jet plume and pressure is shown in grayscale to visualize the acoustic field. According to this figure,
sound waves radiate dominantly to high inlet angles and originate from the closure region of potential core.
The shear layers issued from both the fan and the core nozzle lips are laminar. They eventually become
turbulent however, and emit high frequency sound waves. Since this transition is numerical, the emitted
sound is also grid-dependent (verified by a grid-sensitivity study). Because of the initially laminar flow,
the flow separates from the core of the nozzle, a situation which may not match the experiment. An early
separation and vortex shedding is also visible in the outer wall of the nozzle which is again due to the assumption of laminar flow. The sound spectra at farfield at inlet angle of 1510 is computed using the FWH
surface method for coarse and medium size simulations and is compared to experimental measurements. The
major shortcoming of this simulation is the early separation of the flow from the center-body of the nozzle
and nozzle walls. Currently we are developing wall models and hybrid RANS/LES techniques to account
for the additional near-wall momentum transport due to the turbulence and to avoid the unrealistic early
detachment of flow.

(a) flow field

(b) computed sound

Figure 11. Left: Flow visualization from LES computations. Axial velocity field is shown in color, pressure is shown
in grayscale. Right: Comparison of far-field sound for the dual-stream jet at inlet angle of 151o . black,experiment; red,
coarse resolution LES (9 million cells); blue, medium resolution LES (25 million cells)

IV.B.

A vertical jet impinging on the ground

In these simulations, we reproduced the experiments at the short take-off and vertical landing (STOVL)
supersonic facility of the Advanced Aero-Propulsion Laboratory (AAPL) at the Florida State University.29
We applied a nozzle pressure ratio of N P R = 3.67 corresponding to an ideal-expansion condition. The
stagnation temperature ratio is set to unity. Following the experimental setup,29 a converging-diverging
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nozzle is used; the diverging part of the nozzle is a 3o angle conical shape. Instantaneous temperature and
pressure contours for a refined calculation (57 M cells) are shown in figure 12(a). Again, the flow issuing
from the nozzle is initially laminar; the shear layer exhibits a transition and at distance of approximately
two diameters from the nozzle exit, the shear layers are entirely turbulent. Weak shocks form in the jet
plume due to the fact that the divergent part of the nozzle is a straight cone. In the vicinity of the impinging
plate, a strong stand-off shock is formed as well as a recirculation bubble close to the stagnation point.
The stand-off shock slowly undulates in the vertical direction and the recirculation bubble “breathes” and
interacts with the turbulent shear layers issuing from the nozzle. The turbulent structures that pass through
the shock are compressed and heated. Because of the local nature of the shock-capturing scheme, the scheme
introduces minimal dissipation and consequently does not destroy the turbulent structures passing through
the shock. The turbulent shear layers impinging the ground spread radially and manifest themselves as wall
jets. According to the pressure contours, the sound is mainly generated by the impingement of the jet. The
sound waves travel trough the medium and reflect off the lifting plate and the impinging plate. Figure 12(b)
compares the sound pressure level from this case with the recent experimental measurements of Ref. 30
at the same operating condition. The sound was measured at a 90o angle and 13.7 diameters away from
nozzle exit. The numerical results are in excellent agreement with the measurements. The shape of the
spectra is well predicted and the frequency and the amplitude of the tonal components agree well with the
measurements. The results confirms the predictive capability of the solver and underlying numerical method.

(a) Flowfield

(b) Sound spectra

Figure 12. Left:Instantaneous temperature(bottom) and pressure(top) fields. Right: Comparison of sound. red, LES
computations and FWH; black, experiment of Ref. 30 for perfectly-expanded conditions.

IV.C.

A horizontal jet impinging on a jet blast deflector

Here we present a “proof-of-concept” LES of a high-performance tactical aircraft engine exhaust impinging
on a jet blast deflector(JBD). Again, we have assumed that the diverging part of the nozzle is a 3o angle
conical shape. The geometry of this configuration was obtained from GE Global Research. The nozzle
operates at over-expanded conditions with N P R = 3.75 and is heated. The static temperature ratio is 5.0.
We employed an unstructured mesh with local refinement around the nozzle and the blast deflector for
this case. The mesh consists of 37 M unstructured elements. An instantaneous flow field on different planes
obtained from this computation is shown in figure 13. All the expected features from this flow such as shock
cells, turbulent mixing, interaction with the deflector and overspill of the flow and noise are clearly visible
in this figure.

V.

Summary and outlook

In this work we presented Cascade Technologies’ unstructured compressible flow solver known as CharLES.
We introduced the numerical method as well as various modules required for simulation of flow and noise
of complex turbulent jets. By simulating a supersonic heated free jet, this method was validated against
experimental measurements provided by Dr. James Bridges. A grid refinement study was was presented
here. By grid refinement, the nearfield mean and r.m.s. velocity fields converge towards the experimental
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(a) Instantaneous temperature field on a plane cutting through (b) Instantaneous pressure field on a plane cutting through
the jet plume and the JBD
the jet plume and the JBD

(c) Instantaneous pressure on the carrier deck
Figure 13. Instantaneous temperature and pressure field of a heated under-expanded jet impinging on a jet blast
deflector. The tail of the aircraft is added for visualization purposes only and is not present in the simulation.

measurements and very good agreement was obtained. The farfield noise spectra for large inlet angles were in
very good agreement with measurements for the entire frequency range; however, the farfield noise directed
towards the inlet did not converge towards the measurements by mesh refinement. This discrepancy was
most pronounced at high frequencies. We demonstrated that this high-frequncy (and erroneous) component
of sound at small inlet angles strongly depends on the location of FWH surface. This error was reduced by
averaging the sound signal obtained from various FWH surfaces.
To show the capability of this technique, we simulated a high bypass ratio dual-stream jet, a vertical
supersonic jet impinging on the ground, and a horizontal supersonic jet impinging on an angled jet blast
deflector. In the case of impinging jets (either on the ground or on a angled JBD) reasonable results were
obtained; however, for the dual stream jet, the flow exhibited an unrealistic separation from the nozzle.
This separation was due to the assumption of laminar boundary layers inside the nozzle. Same issue has
been encountered in flows issued from other complex-shape nozzles (not presented here). We are currently
developing wall models as well as hybrid RANS/LES techniques to resolve this issue.
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